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Emery Madach's famous drama, the “Tragedy of M an", 
has arrived at a new stage on its triumphal way 
through the countries of Europe. This unparalleled 

masterpiece, written by a Magyar poet, was performed at 
the Municipal Theatre in Berne, Switzerland, where it 
reaped the same signal success as in the theatres of other 
cultural nations. The "Basler Nachrichten" asks in astonish
ment how it was possible that this powerfully dramatic 
work with all its wealth of poetic imagery was not performed 
in Switzerland long ago. The dramatic critic of the "B und" 
underlines the originality of the work. And in a lengthy 
criticism the “Berner Tagblatt" decides that the manage
ment "was justified in giving such prominence to the stag
ing of this drama of ideas" —  a criticism that is at once 
proof of the literary merits of the work and its adaptability 
to the stage. In general all the Swiss newspapers state that 
the Berne performance was a great, sincere and well —  
deserved success, both as regards the drama itself and also 
its presentation, and while duly praising the Magyar poet, 
they did not forget to mention two other factors that con
tributed to that success, excellent Magyar stage —  manage
ment and a masterly translation.

This triumph in Switzerland of the Magyar creative 
genius is a matter of great satisfaction to the Magyar people 
and fills them with pride even in these difficult, troublous 
and fateful times. The fresh laurels won by a long-dead 
Magyar poet are a cause for rejoicing, and the increasingly 
widespread recognition in Europe of the eternal Magyar 
spirit is a source of pride. Hitherto the best known repre
sentatives of Magyar poetry and literature in foreign coun
tries have been Petofi and Jokai. They have lately been joined 
by Madach, whose famous “Tragedy of M an" has won the
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admiration of all those who have had the opportunity of 
seeing it, and made friends for Hungary in far-off lands. 
It has now turned the attention of the cultured Swiss people 
towards Hungary, and forged an intimate link between the 
souls of the two nations —  a spiritual link which is the 
best safeguard of European cultural unity. For this reason 
such links are not ephemeral; they are permanent, and will 
not cease when the curtain falls for the last time on the 
drama by which they were forged.

During past years the Magyars have made every 
effort, and are making every effort, to create cultural links 
with other countries, in the first place by means of an 
exchange —  so far as the present limitations imposed by the 
war permit —  of cultural values. Rapprochements of this 
nature pave the way to future understanding and serve the 
cause of the new European co-operation that will be of 
such vital importance, especially to the small nations. 
Understanding is the sine qua non of real friendship; and 
who is better calculated to promote understanding than the 
outstanding intellectual representatives —  the poets and 
artists —  of the different nations? The easiest way for 
those who wish to approach one another is by a 
reciprocal display and exchange of their own cultural values, 
which will lead to the establishment of lifelong sympathies. 
The Magyars have long been acquainted with the works of 
the great Swiss poets, and if now —  thanks to Madach, —  
the Swiss have had the opportunity of coming into closer 
touch with the products of the Magyar creative genius, the 
much-to-be-desired spiritual links of friendly understand
ing are bound to be strengthened between two ancient na
tions already closely related in spirit by their respect of 
traditions and love of liberty.
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